SHOOTING RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. The Range Master is in absolute control of the shooting range and
right of admission under his/her discretion.
2. Everybody should check in with registration as the first order of
business. Nobody will be allowed to cross the waiting line or shoot at
the range unless he / she are a paid up member or paid visitor and
registered for the session .
3. Juniors under the age of 12 will need their parents or designated
guardian on site at all times.
4. Club bows and arrows can be rented twice. After this you are
responsible for bringing your own equipment-no exceptions.
5. Archers are to proceed to the “shooting line” from the “waiting line”
only when the “Range Open!” command is given. The shooring line
must be straddled.
6. Archers will return from the “shooting line” to the “waiting line”
once they’ve finished shooting and deposit their bows on the bow
racks provided. The “range closed!” command will be given only
once everybody have returned to the “waiting line”
7. No bows to be drawn at all unless in a designated area or on the
shooting line under direction of the range master.
8. No arrows should be nocked or on the bow unless on the shooting line
and the “range open!” command is given.
9. Nobody shall retrieve arrows until the “range closed!” command
from the Range Master.
10. To prevent injury at the target only one archer should retrieve
arrows while the rest of the target group support the target of to the
sides.
11. No running with arrows.
12. Bow poundage is limited to 70lbs and no crossbows are allowed.
13. Broad heads are not allowed on the range.
14. No members or non -members will be allowed on the range outside
of usual shooting hours without the presence of a club executive.
15. No alcohol is allowed on the premises or to be consumed prior to
or during an archery shoot.
16. Please keep our archers in consideration and try to keep noise to a
minimum.

